
 

 

 



 

Editor's Welcome 
 

Welcome to the February issue of On Course Profits magazine. 

 

This month we welcome a new writer to the fold with an article from Miles Tredwell 

who is one half of The Syndicate tipping service. 

 

His first piece is an off the wall look at cricket's big four and how the research might 

relate to the tipsters you follow. 

 

As well as Miles we have all the regular columns. 

 

Nick looks at more second string jockey's that are worth a bet when they ride for the big 

trainers. 

 

John Burke kicks off a series of articles looking at trends betting, when it's useful and 

when not so much. 

 

John also takes a look at Uttoxeter racecourse and the key stats that will help you find 

winners at the midlands track. 

 

This months Little Acorns systems get an early start on our portfolio for Cheltenham 

with some systems that will point us at some winners at the big meeting. 

 



Finally we have a short piece on the importance of knowing your ability to tolerate 

losing runs as well as the usual product reviews and tipster top ten table. 

 

Speaking of the product reviews the Russell Blair service that has been positively 

reviewed is offering a totally free month trial - follow this link for 

that http://www.oncourseprofits.com/4r7r   

 

As always we have highlighted in red all the systems that are included in the portfolio 

that makes up the selections we send out to subscribers of our Selections Found For 

You service. 

 

You can join that here... 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/ 

 

Of course, if you prefer to find your own selections you can follow along by checking 

the systems in red that we have published this month and over the last few months. 

 

All the best  

 

Darren Power 
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First Stringers? Maybe Not - (Part 2) 
 

Last month we took a look at the array of jockeys that get the leg up on Willie Mullins 

horses that may not necessarily be the stable first string or are the ones given the swerve 

by stable jockey Ruby Walsh.  

 

We identified a few potential angles for the likes of Paul Townend, the Mullins boys, 

Danny, David and Patrick and also took a look at who Willie Mullins turns to on the 

flat. Irrespective of who gets the leg up, the mounts of these jockeys offer some serious 

value in comparison to Ruby Walsh’s picks for the simple reason that the weight of 

money will inevitably follow the Mullins / Walsh combination.  

 

We continue that theme this month with a look at some of the other heavyweight 

trainers and their team of supporting jockeys that appear to be onboard the second or 

third string.  

 

Under the microscope this month we have Nicky Henderson, Phillip Hobbs and Colin 

Tizzard to name but three.  

 

We will be focussing on the years 2014 to 2018 and avoiding any combinations that are 

no longer in partnership.  

 

As always, Horse Race Base is the tool I will be using to crunch the numbers and see 

where the profits lie. 



Nicky Henderson 

 

Nico De Boinville is currently the stable jockey for Nicky Henderson but, given the 

huge amount of horses in his yard, he also uses plenty of other jockeys where they 

either hop on board the second string or head off to a less lucrative race meeting.  

 

So, who else does he use and are there profits to be farmed? 

James Bowen 

I am pretty sure that James Bowen will be champion jockey one day and his meteoric 

rise has been quite astonishing given how young and relatively experienced he is.  

 

No surprise then that he has been snapped up by Nicky Henderson after posting 4 

winners from just 7 rides for the champion trainer in 2017.  

 

In 2018 his record currently stands at 22-74 for the Seven Barrows handler and I expect 

it to get better and better as the season progresses. 

 

Those quick to see the huge potential of this partnership would be quids in when you 

consider the overall record of this partnership since they first teamed up in 2017: 

 

 
 

The pair have a 32% strike rate with 26 winners from 81 runners with a place strike rate 

just under 50%. The P/L to £1 level stakes at Betfair SP stands at £82.92 and the return 

on investment (ROI) is 102.37%.  

 

A lot of those winners have been on short priced favourites but he was certainly on the 

right one in Valtor who bolted up at Ascot at 33/1 in the Listed Garrard Silver Cup 

Handicap Chase. That one actually returned at 70 at Betfair SP and goes a long way to 

explaining the overall significant P/L for this combination. 

 

Looking at the results in detail we find winners in bumper races (5-12), hurdles races 

(15-58) and chases (6-11). Winners have come in every race class from Class 1 down to 

Class 5, in handicap and non-handicap races and across a variety of trips. 

 

There is definitely something here for favourite backers as the Henderson / Bowen 

runners that went off as favourite, joint favourite or co-favourite have a record of 18-34 

and realise a small profit at Betfair SP.  

 

However, with a strike rate of over 50%, a progressive staking plan would be the way to 

go with the ones sent off as favourite.  



Runners that did not go off as favourite are 8-47 (17% strike rate) but have reeled in a 

hefty £77.56 profit at Betfair SP thanks in no small part to Valtor.  

 

If you can ride out the inevitable losing runs then backing this type of runner is for you 

and it would be no surprise to see something of Valtor’s ilk dot up again this season.  

 

Put simply, the Henderson / Bowen partnership is profitable to follow whether you are a 

favourite backer or, like me, are happy to wait for the big priced winner to come along. 

 

System: Back Nicky Henderson runners when ridden by James Bowen. 

Jeremiah McGrath 

Jeremiah McGrath has ridden 80 winners for Nicky Henderson from a grand total of 

371 rides since 2014.  

 

Backing all the runners from this combination however, would have resulted in level 

stakes losses of £34.76 at Betfair SP. As always, rather than just dismiss this 

combination outright, it is worth digging into those results to see if there are any 

profitable angles. 

 

The first thing we find is that 60 of the winners have come in non-handicap races and 20 

in handicap races. The non-handicappers have a healthy 28% strike rate and return a 

small profit of £12.51 at Betfair SP.  

 

So, we can strike a line through the handicappers and concentrate on the non-

handicappers. 

 

 
 

That small profit is shared out more or less equally among the hurdlers, chasers and 

bumper runners, so no real angle there in terms of race type.  

 

Similarly, race distance and the number of runners in the field do not offer up any 

potential angles.  

 

The one statistic that does stand out though is that a massive 37 of those 60 winners 

have come at class 4 level. 

 

 
 



Those runners have done the business at a strike rate of 37%, return a profit of £26.48 at 

Betfair SP and a healthy return on investment of 26% (trust me when I say that anything 

above 10% ROI is very good).  

 

Interestingly, we can now add the class 4 handicappers back into the mix and we get 

another 7 winners and a touch more profit to boot. 

 

That leaves us with 44 winners from 139 runners (32% strike rate) for a profit of 

£32.13.  

 

So, the angle here is to back the Henderson / McGrath runners in class 4 races. 

 

System: Back Nicky Henderson Class 4 runners when ridden by Jeremiah McGrath. 

Phillip Hobbs 

 

We all know that champion jockey Richard Johnson is the main man when it comes to 

Phillip Hobbs’ runners, but he has a pretty big string of horses and he uses a fair few 

other jockeys.  

 

So which ones should we be looking at? 

Tom O’Brien 

Richard Johnson obviously gets the lion’s share of the Hobb’s runners but next on the 

list in terms of the volume of rides is Tom O’Brien.  

 

He has been on board for 484 rides since 2014 and has managed 76 winners at a strike 

rate of 16%. Not bad, but those runners have incurred some hefty losses. However, 

there may be some simple angles in there that produce the majority of those winners. 

 

The first thing we can do is ditch this partnership in Grade 1, 2, 3 and Listed races 

where their record is 4-66. His record in races over 3m 1f is 1-30 so we can cap the race 

distance here.  

 

We now need to concentrate on the handicappers as this is where the profits lie. This 

means sacrificing a fair few winners, but the stats show that the non-handicappers are 

just not profitable to follow: 

 

 
 

 



I am more than happy to do this as we are trying to build up a portfolio of second 

stringers who, when combined, should bring in a cumulative number of winners.  

 

All bar 1 of the handicap winners racing up to 3m 1f (in non-Graded and Listed races) 

was younger than 5 and older than 9. So, we need to stick to those runners aged 5yo to 

9yo.  

 

Finally, all the winners have come in fields of 15 runners or less.  

 

That leaves us looking at the following set of figures for Tom O’Brien riding for Phillip 

Hobbs: 

 

 
System: Back Philip Hobbs runners aged between 5 and 9 when running over 1m6f to 

3m1f in Non Major Handicaps when in races of 3 - 15 runners and ridden by Tom 

O'Brien. 

Gary Moore 

 

We all know this family well. Trainer Gary, champion flat jockey Ryan and jumps 

brothers Jamie and Joshua. Over obstacles, Jamie is the main man certainly in terms of 

the higher grade races. However, in terms of the number of rides, Joshua is not that far 

behind and he might just be the one to take a closer look at when it comes to profiting 

from the Moore stable. 

Joshua Moore 

 
 

The first thing we can see is that backing all Joshua Moore runners out of his Dad’s 

yard would have yielded 81 winners from 589 runners and returned a level stakes profit 

of £78.99 at Betfair SP. Again, the exchange is your best friend here as those runners 

returned a loss of £61.66 at industry SP.  

 

The strike rate is around 14%, around 1 winner every 7 rides which is good but 

probably needs improving upon for the casual punter. 

 

We can bump up that strike rate by concentrating on those races over trips up to and 

including 2m 5 ½f. Beyond this distance, Joshua Moore has bagged just 6 winners from 

103 rides for a meaty loss of £59.76 on the exchanges. Therefore, it looks like the better 

horses over staying trips are given to brother Jamie to ride. 

 



We also find that the bumper runners are just 2-26 so it looks like the better ones are 

again given to Jamie to ride and we can give these the swerve and concentrate on the 

chasers and hurdlers racing up to 2m 5 ½f. He is also 0-19 on horses older than 9. This 

is more indicative of the yard’s runners than the jockey and it may be that the stable 

veterans are just not up to the task. Removing these ekes out a bit more profit again. 

 

The other thing we need to do is not back his rides at any of the jumps festivals such as 

Cheltenham (the main Festival, November meeting etc), the Aintree Grand National 

meeting, the Newbury festivals (Hennessy meeting, spring jumps festival etc) and 

Sandown’s end of season finale.  

 

He has had just 3 winners from 41 runners at the festivals and, while I am sure that will 

change in time, for now we need to give them the swerve. 

 

So, we are looking at Joshua Moore / Gary Moore runners aged 3yo to 8yo in chase and 

hurdles races up to and including 2m 5 ½f but steering clear of the big jumps festivals. 

These runners have made a profit in each of the last 5 seasons: 

 

 
 

System: Back Gary Moore's Chasers and Hurdlers outside of festival meetings when 

running over 5f-2m5.5f and aged between 3 and 9 years and ridden by Joshua Moore. 

 

Colin Tizzard 

 

One of my favourite trainers, Colin Tizzard uses a whole host of jockeys and the choice 

is more dependent on ownership and availability than anything else.  

 

Richard Johnson, Harry Cobden and Tom O’Brien are three such jockeys who take 

regular rides for the Tizzard yard, but the one I am interested in is Tom Scudamore who 

has taken a lot more rides for this yard in recent times than he has done in the past. 

Tom Scudamore 

Tom Scu has ridden just the 39 winners for the Tizzard yard since 2014 but most have 

come in the last couple of seasons since the retirement of Joe Tizzard from riding duties. 

The glaring stat here is that the Colin Tizzard / Tom Scudamore combination in Graded 

and Listed races have a terrific record: 

 

 



That is one possible angle right there.  

 

That leaves 28 winners in non-Graded and Listed races and these are worth exploring. 

Bumper runners are 0-9 so they can go. 26 of those 28 winners were aged 8yo or 

younger and all 26 came in races with 13 or fewer runners.  

 

Interestingly, for the value seekers, 19 of those 26 winners aged 8yo or younger, racing 

in fields of 13 or fewer, did not go off as favourite and 12 came in handicaps to produce 

the following results: 

 

 
 

System: Back Tom Scudamore / Colin Tizzard runners in Graded and Listed contests 

and the 8yo or younger handicap hurdlers and chasers, in field of 13 runners or less, that 

do not go off as favourite. 

Nicky Henderson 

Noel Fehily 

Noel Fehily gets around 15 to 20 rides on Nicky Henderson horses and sit up and take 

note when he does as the pair have combined for 24 winners from 74 runners at a strike 

rate of 32% since 2014 and returned profits at Betfair SP to the tune of £21.16. 

 

The first thing to note for this partnership is that 21 winners have come in non-handicap 

races. The handicappers have produced 3 winners but these make a small loss at Betfair 

SP. 

 

 
 

We also find that this combination is 1-9 in bumpers so we can give this lot the swerve. 

Bumper races on the whole are not good betting races and I did write an article for On 

Course Profits looking at laying favourites in these races rather than backing them. 

 

From here there are two potential angles.  

 

The first is to back the non-handicap hurdlers: 

 

 



These runners have produced the majority of winners (15 from 43 rides) and a fairly 

decent profit (£30.61 at Betfair SP).  

 

The second angle is to back this combination in class 1 and class 2 races: 

 

 
 

Slightly fewer qualifiers here, but still 11 winners from 31 runners and a profit more or 

less identical to just backing the non-handicap hurdlers.  

 

The ROI is better however due to generating the same profit from fewer bets.  

 

Therefore, my advice would be to use both systems. 

 

System: Back Nicky Henderson horses ridden by Noel Fehily in non-handicap hurdles 

races. 

 

System: Back Nicky Henderson horses ridden by Noel Fehily in class 1 and 2 chases 

and hurdle races. 

Phillip Hobbs 

Micheal Nolan 

The first thing to note here is that the number of rides that Micheal Nolan gets for 

Phillip Hobbs is increasing every year. That is good news for us as it gives us some 

meaningful data to work with and plenty of future bets if we can uncover a profitable 

angle or two.  

 

Since 2014 he has ridden 30 winners from 196 rides for Phillip Hobbs. That equates to a 

very respectable strike rate of 15% and backing all of those selections would have 

returned a profit of £204.51 at Betfair SP.  

Compare this to the industry SP profit of £14.34 and there is your reason for using the 

exchange SP every time. 

 

We can improve on that strike rate by removing this combination’s runners in class 1 

and class 2 races where they have a record of 0-30. We can also remove their runners 

from class 5 and class 6 races where they have a 10% strike rate (3-32 for a loss of 

£6.95).  

 

That leaves us with the Hobbs / Nolan runners in class 3 and class 4 races, which 

account for a huge amount of the everyday racing we see during the jumps season.  



 

This combination’s record in such races is: 

 

 
 

The strike rate is now a much healthier 20%. 16 winners have come over hurdles and 11 

have come over the larger obstacles. Both are profitable. 16 winners have come in 

handicap races and 11 in non-handicap races.  

 

Again, both are profitable to follow.  

 

The only subset of runners that Micheal Nolan does not appear to fare that well with are 

novice chasers. So, we can remove the novice chases and novice handicap chases as 

they have a combined record of 3-21. That leaves all hurdles race, bumpers and the 

handicap chasers. Their record since 2014 is shown below: 

 

 
 

One thing to note is that the inflated P/L at Betfair SP is due in no small part to a 40/1 

winner that returned at 210 on the exchanges. Even if we remove that one from the 

results we are still looking at a profit of £43.91 on the exchanges and an ROI of over 

40%.  

 

So, to summarise... 

 

System: Back Hobbs / Nolan runners in class 3 and class 4 hurdles, bumper and 

handicap chase races excluding Novice Chases and Novice Handicap Chases.  

 

If you'd like to bet alongside Dr Nick at all the big meetings this year, check out his Big 

Race Tips service which made 692 points profit since January 2016 - Click Here. 

 

 

© 2019 Blue Delta Marketing Ltd 
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Ten Year Trends: Sorting Out the Wheat 

from the Chaff - Part One. 
 

A week’s holiday gives you a chance to refresh and recharge the batteries. In my case, it 

also gives me the chance to relax on the beach, drink cocktails and to evaluate betting 

methodologies. 

 

Just before Christmas, I had a week in Mexico. Not only did I have a great time but 

away from the daily grind of horse racing and betting I had an opportunity to think. That 

thinking time isn’t normally available when it’s ‘wall to wall’, seven-day racing on a 

screen in front of you. 

 

Last year I wrote an article on the “less is more approach”. In short, it highlighted how 

studies had shown that more filters or variables that you use, doesn’t make you a more 

successful punter. Some people say, of course, that the more information that you have 

the better it is but more information isn’t necessarily good for you. Too much of the 

wrong type of information can indeed have a detrimental effect on your betting bank 

that’s for sure. 

 

The key is to find the right information or sort out the “wheat from the chaff” if you 

like. Sort out the useful stuff from the downright unhelpful. If you can get rid of the 

useless information not only does it clear your thought process but it can also prevent 

you from heading in the wrong direction. 



This month’s article is this first in a three-part series on using ten-year trends in your 

betting. What you should be looking for and what you should be avoiding and most 

importantly how the “less is more approach” can be used to good advantage when 

looking at trends. But let’s begin by taking a very quick introduction to the use of 

statistics in general and in regard to betting on horses. 

 

“There are three kinds of lies: lies ,  damned lies, and statistics.  

It was Mark Twain, writing his autobiography, who first attributed to British Statesmen 

Benjamin Disraeli the quote “There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and 

statistics.” 

 

Why did Twain use these words?  

 

It’s because statistics can be manipulated to “prove” anything someone wants them to 

“prove” if the person being subject to the statistic doesn’t know how the stat was 

created, what sample size was used…How can they see flaws in the figures? 

 

Here’s a non-racing example of what I mean. If someone tells you that 80% of people 

prefer dark chocolate to white chocolate. As someone who prefers the latter. How do 

you feel about that? Do you feel the odd one out because you prefer white chocolate? 

What if the people who answered the survey were just one person’s immediate family! 

How meaningful would that figure be? 

 

It’s all about the sample size, if it’s too small it will skew the results. Likewise, if data is 

left out because it doesn’t conform to the desired result it will also skew the results. It’s 

all too easy to mislead yourself or of course others even when using “true” statistical 

information. 

 

If you have a scale from 1 to 100, a change from 44% to 46% doesn’t look a big one. 

However, if you have a scale from 40 to 50. The same percentage change would be 

much more significant. 

 

Looking at a racing example: The Champion Bumper at Cheltenham. Looking at the 

last 11 renewals of the race: 

 

“91% of Winners Were Aged 5 or 6”  

That sounds a cracking stat/trend, whatever you want to call it until you realise that 88% 

of the total runners were aged 5 or 6. 

 

You will often see or hear a pundit say Jockey A has a 50%-win strike rate when 

teaming up with Trainer B at a particular course. If they have combined just four times 

how reliable is the statistic? Not very reliable.  



Firstly, the sample size is too small and more significantly the winners might have all 

come with the same horse. 

 

The value of any statistic lies purely in the sample size. I mentioned in last months 

article on backing favourites that “the proportion of races won by the favourite is 

running at a healthy 33%”. That one-third figure has been about the same since betting 

on horses began and will never really change. What It doesn’t mean is that today’s six 

race card at Fakenham will see two favourites win. No favourites may win that day or 

all six races could be won by the market leader. 

 

Another statistic that’s proven is that a horse’s chance of winning a race are reflected in 

its odds. If you bet on every even money shot you will lose but you will lose less than if 

you backed every horse at 3/1 which in turn would lose you less money than if you 

backed every horse at 5/1. 

 

Those are stats that will always be with us. 

 

It was never my intention to delve too deeply into use of statistics here. If you want to 

learn more about stats, I recommend this site: http://onlinestatbook.com/ and this old 

but still useful book by Darrell Huff, “How To Lie With Statistics” which you can 

download as a PDF. 

 

https://www.horace.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/How-to-Lie-With-Statistics-

1954-Huff.pdf 

The Ten-Year Trends 

 

I have a confession to make I am big fan of the ten-year trends analysis when it comes 

to big races. I like the idea of predicting future performance based on historical data. 

Big race trends have found me some great priced winners in the past but they haven’t 

been the golden key to profitable betting. 

 

Now you will see plenty of good 10-year-trends analysis out there. Simon Rowlands in 

his insightful Rowley File on the Timeform website, will look at some of the key ones 

when he’s analysing a big race. You will find big race trends from Andy Newton on the 

www.geegeez.co.uk website. Kevin Morley looks a big race trends in the Racing Post. 

And of course, there’s my colleague Dr Nick Hardman who uses such trends for his 

excellent big race profiles. 

 

There are many systems based on following the trends of 'key races'. From personal 

experience, I can say that following big race trends does work for some but not all races. 

The very fact that it does seem to work on certain races means it’s worthy of further 

research. 

 

http://onlinestatbook.com/
https://www.horace.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/How-to-Lie-With-Statistics-1954-Huff.pdf
https://www.horace.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/How-to-Lie-With-Statistics-1954-Huff.pdf
http://www.magcastapp.com/www.geegeez.co.uk
https://bettinginsiders.com/


Many big races have been run for 20-years or more, so it is possible to look back at past 

winners to get an idea of the type of horse capable of winning. They are normally run at 

the same point of the year each season. Trainers will prepare horses in the same way as 

previous years and indeed their prep races could be the same as for previous winners. 

 

As Nick Hardman does, you can build up a profile of each race to find horses running 

with a similar profile that is worth further study. At the very least this trends approach 

can help reduce a 30-runner field down to manageable shortlist of contenders. It’s that 

list of contenders that you can further form study on. 

 

In Part two. I will give some examples of races where the use of the trends can be a 

powerful tool that can be used to profitable effect and some races where the trends can 

lead you in the opposite direction. 

 

Until next month 

John Burke 
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Uttoxeter Racecourse: The Home of the 

Midlands Grand National 
 

In last month’s OCP magazine I looked at Taunton, one of the five National Hunt 

racecourses located in the south west of England. This month I am moving even deeper 

into the south west of Britain for a look at Uttoxeter racecourse. 

 

As before in this series of articles on British racecourses, I will look briefly at the 

track’s location, history, configuration and a couple of big races run at the track. I will 

also highlight some significant track stats. 

History and Location 

 

Uttoxeter racecourse is suited in the English county of Staffordshire and is very close to 

the market town of the same name. Situated just off the A50, the racecourse is within 

easy access of both the M6 & M1. 

 

For those travelling by train, Uttoxeter railway station is next to the course. You can get 

direct trains from Stoke, Derby, and Crewe. 

 

The racecourse was built in 1907 and took over the licence from the defunct Keele Park 

racecourse.  

 



Initially, the track only had five meetings during the year. As with many racecourses 

around the country, the First World War saw the track close and it only re-opened in 

1921.  

 

The First World War closed down all racing throughout the country in 1914. The 

Second World War also saw the course close and it was taken over by the War 

Department. It was not until 1952 that racing returned to Uttoxeter after Uttoxeter 

Urban Council had bought the course from the previous owners. 

 

In 1988 the course was bought off East Staffordshire Council by Sir Stanley Clarke and 

his company Northern Racing. It would be fair to say that Clarke invested heavily in the 

track, building two new Grandstands and a new paddock area. 

 

Today Uttoxeter racecourse is part of Arena Racing Company (ARC), the largest 

racecourse group in the UK, which was created by a merger between Northern Racing 

and Arena Leisure Plc. There are now 25 race days each year. Meetings are held 

throughout the year, both winter and summer and that’s reflected in the dates of the two 

biggest races held here. With the Midlands Grand National held each March and the 

Listed Summer Cup, a handicap chase, taking place each June. 

Track Configuration 

 

Uttoxeter is a left-handed, sharp oval shaped course of one mile two and a half furlongs 

in circumference. Despite its sharp nature when the going is heavy it provides a good 

test of stamina for both horse & jockey. There are no perfect straights here and the track 

includes some fairly tight bends and plenty of turns. 

 

On the chase course, there are eight fences to be jumped. Four in the back straight and 

another four in the home straight. The hurdles course is sited inside the chase course 

and there are three hurdles in the back and another three in the home straight. 

 

Given its sharp nature and many turns, not surprisingly the course favours horses who 

travel well. Runners who hit a flat spot in their races often struggle to win here over 

both hurdles and fences. 

 

On the quick ground, the track will often suit horses that are ridden prominently and it 

can be difficult for horses to make up ground from the rear. 

 

You will often see more experienced jockey’s go out wide in the back straight. They do 

this due to the configuration of the track which means going on the inside isn’t always 

the shortest route as it would be on other tracks. 

 

 



Uttoxeter's Big Races 

Midlands Grand National 

The most valuable race at Uttoxeter is the Midlands Grand National. The race is run 

over 4m 1 ½ f making it one of the longest races in the racing calendar. 

 

First run in 1969 the race has produced plenty of famous winners, including Rag Trade, 

The Thinker, Bonanza Boy and future Gold Cup winner Synchronised in 2010. 

 

Last year’s renewal was won by the Bob Buckler trained Regal Flow who won at odds 

of 16/1. Since 1997 the biggest price winner of the race was Minella Four Star at 25/1 in 

2011. 

 

In the past ten years, it’s often paid to back whatever David Pipe runs in the race. Pipe 

is the most successful trainer in the race in recent years. Since 2011 he’s 4 winners 

from 11 runners 36% +41.5 5 placed 45%. 

Summer Cup 

The race was first run in 2012 and replaced the Summer National which used to be run 

at the course. The latter race was run over 4m but the Summer Cup is a 3m 2f handicap 

chase. 

 

Last years renewal was won by the Dan Skelton trained 9-year-old Virgilio at 8/1. The 

trainer also had the runner-up in 2017. Another winning trainer is Rebecca Curtis who 

the race in 2014 with the Romford Pele and had the 3rd & 5th in last years race. 

 

The race is valuable prize for the Summer jumpers and normally attracts a 16+ field of 

runners. 

Uttoxeter Stats 

Let’s begin by looking at some general stats including favourite stats at the course since 

2014. 

 

The stats below are from Jan 1st 2014 to the time of writing (10/01/19) and cover all 

jumps meetings at the course. Once again, I am using the ever useful 

www.horseracebase.com for the stats. 

 

The results below contain 853 winners from 7587 runners. 

 

 

 



General Stats 

Top 3 in the betting provided 70% winners from 33% of the total runners 

Top four last time out provided 60% of the total winners from 44% of the total runners. 

Fate of Favourites 

Now let’s look at the fate of the favourites. 

 

On average favourites, including Joint & Co favs, win about 35% of all National Hunt 

races. How have favourites fared at Uttoxeter in the period under research? 

 

All Favourites have produced – 352 winners from 916 runners 38% +58.03 A/E 1.08 

575 placed 63% 

 

Breaking those results down into non-handicaps and handicaps and looking at last time 

out placings: 

 Non -Handicaps – 151 winners from 305 runners 50% +23.67 A/E 1.07 226 

placed 74% 

 Handicaps – 201 winners from 611 runners 33% +34.36 A/E 1.09 349 placed 

57% 

 Favourites that won their last race have produced – 120 winners from 274 

runners 44% + 34.5 A/E 1.16 182 placed 66% 

 Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced – 92 

winners from 231 runners 40% +36.1 A/E 1.13 149 placed 65% 

 

Uttoxeter is clearly a track that’s good for favourite backers. It’s not often that you see 

favourites being profitable to back blindly but it is here both in handicap and no 

handicap races.  

 

Looking at the above, favourites that were last time out winners have been really 

profitable to back and are performing a very healthy 16% better than market 

expectations. 

Trainers & Favourites 

If you’re a favourite backer. Then the best performing trainers when the money is down 

are: 



 

 

Trainer Stats and Angles 

 

Here are a few interesting trainer track stats. That will hopefully enable you to identify 

some winners at Uttoxeter through the rest of this season. 

 

The top trainer at the track numerically is Dan Skelton whose had 26 more winners 

than his nearest rival Jonjo O’Neill. 

 

 
 

For those of you looking for profitable angle for the trainer’s runners. You would do 

worse than focus on his handicap hurdlers. 

 

 
 

 



Six other trainers, including race type, worth noting are: 

 Warren Greatrex (NHF Races) – 9 winners from 18 runners 50% +14.13 A/E 

1.81 13 placed 72% 

 David Pipe (NHF Races) – 5 winners from 15 runners 33% +14.8 A/E 1.82 6 

placed 40% 

 Katy Price (Chasers) – 5 winners from 12 runners 42% +35 A/E 3.55 8 placed 

67% 

 Harry Fry (Chasers) – 8 winners from 25 runners 32% +24.6 A/E 1.52 10 placed 

40% 

 Fergal O’Brien (Handicap Chases) – 6 winners from 23 runners 26% +33.25 

A/E 2.17 10 placed 43% 

 Anthony Honeyball (Handicap Hurdles) – 7 winners from 27 runners 26% 

+26.38 A/E 1.19 17 placed 63% 

Hopefully, you enjoyed this brief look at Uttoxeter racecourse and some of the track’s 

key stats. 

 

The next chapter in this tour of British racecourse heads up to Aintree, the home of the 

Grand National. 

 

Until next time. 

 

John  
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You’ll never win if you can’t lose 
 

The biggest problem any of us have to get over in order to be successful with our 

betting is the problem of losing runs. 

 

If you can’t cope with losing runs at all then you have no business betting, because 

betting is about winning and losing. Even if you’re betting at big odds on shots you can 

still lose and I’m sure we’ve all heard about the horses that go 1.01 in running and still 

manage to lose. It happens. 

 

And coincidentally just yesterday one of our selections at the Betting Insiders traded at 

999/1 in running and then went on to win. That’s great for the punter that backed it and 

won nearly £2,000, but of course on the flip side somebody layed that bet and lost 

nearly £2,000 trying to win £2. 

 

The point is that however sure about an outcome you are you will not be right all the 

time. 

 

And because most of us are betting odds against we can expect to have more losers than 

winners. 

 

Sometimes a lot of those losers will come at the same time. 

 

When you learn to lose you will get better at winning. 



The first step to improving any ability is self knowledge and knowing where you are at 

now. 

 

For most of us, when we’re new to the game we can cope with a small losing run and 

still keep the faith and like an exercised muscle our ability to endure a losing run 

improves the more we use it. 

 

If you know that you are prone to abandoning your betting plan after a couple of losers 

then maybe following a value tipster like our own Nick Hardman who makes his profits 

from betting big priced selections is not for you. 

 

When you regularly bet selections in the 16/1 to 33/1 range you can expect to have long 

losing runs and if you haven’t yet built up your losing run tolerance then you are likely 

to quit before you bank the big profits. 

 

You might get lucky and start just at the beginning of a big winning run, but with many 

more losers than winners you probably won’t. 

 

Winning is not all about finding the right selections, as mentioned above Nick’s 

selections make big profits and have been proven over the past 4 years, but if you 

follow them only to give up half way through the first losing run you will lose money. 

 

So if you know you can’t tolerate losing runs or you want to build up your tolerance to 

losing runs then start with a selection method that bets at shorter prices.  Betting at the 

head of the market will have shorter losing runs! 

 

A quick look at favourites in HorseRaceBase shows that they won 35% of races in 2018 

and the long term trend has always been in the low 30's. 

 

So why not build up your losing run muscles at the head of the market before you aim 

for the big value, big priced selections. 

 

If you like to follow tipsters and want to avoid long losing runs then we can recommend 

Gary Boswell's Bet Less Win More service which aims to win a small profit most days 

with the occasional low risk but high reward "hoohah" bet. 

 

https://betlesswinmore.co.uk 

 

And our own John Burke has a relatively new service which bets mostly towards the 

head of the market and has a strike rate in the 30's 

 

https://oncourseprofits.com/consistentprofits 

Both are cheap and both are great for making profits with shorter losing runs. 

http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocpbrt
https://betlesswinmore.co.uk/
https://oncourseprofits.com/consistentprofits
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How Cricket’s ‘Big Four’ Can Help Our 

Betting 
 

In 2008 Sachin Tendulkar overtook Brian Lara to become the leading run-scorer in the 

history of Test Cricket and he has remained in that position ever since. He looks to be 

able to sit safely at the top of the tree for at least another seven years but there is a 

quartet from the current generation who may yet overthrow the ‘Little Master’ in the 

second half of the next decade. 

 

Tendulkar retired five years later at the age of 40 with a total of 15,921 Test runs to his 

name.  

 

Subsequently, there have been players who could potentially have surpassed his total if 

playing on until a similar age, but Jacques Kallis (38 years), Ricky Ponting (37) Kumar 

Sangakkara (37) and Alistair Cook (33) all retired earlier, finishing with totals between 

12,400 and 13,400 runs, while Graham Smith was 6656 runs short when ending his 

career at the age of 33.  

 

(Broadly speaking, a top batsman can score around 1,000 Test runs per year- Cook, for 

example, scored his 12,472 runs in 12 and a half years, from his first to final 

appearance, despite having the lowest average of the 13 players to have amassed 

10,000+ Test runs.) 

 



There are ten current players who have passed 5,000 Test match runs. Of those, Hashim 

Amla leads the way with 9,093 runs, but he is now 35. Ross Taylor (6,523 and 34), 

Azhar Ali (5646, 33), David Warner (6363, 32) Angelo Matthews (5554, 31), and 

Cheteshwar Pujara (5233, 30) also appear to be extremely likely to run out of time 

before even getting close to Tendulkar’s total. 

 

However, there are four who stand at least a fighting chance of surpassing Tendulkar if 

maintaining form and fitness, plus continuing to play into their very late thirties or 

beyond: India’s Virat Kohli, Australia's Steve Smith, New Zealand’s Kane Williamson, 

and England’s Joe Root. 

 

 
 

There are arguments against each of these reaching the summit: Kohli is the oldest and 

the two years and two months that Joe Root has in hand on him could prove to be 

crucial; Williamson is handicapped by New Zealand playing fewer tests than the other 

three sides mentioned here; Smith is still serving a year long suspension and whether he 

can pick up at the same level upon his return remains to be seen. 

 

Joe Root is the youngest of the four and currently ahead of Smith and Williamson, in 

terms of runs to his name, but he has been less prolific since becoming England captain 

in 2017. This could be as a result of the extra burden of responsibility causing him to be 

unable to devote the same amount of time onto his own game. However, it could also be 

a consequence of encouraging a more attacking style of batting from his team, with the 

result being that he achieves fewer big scores. 

 

In his last 18 tests, Root has passed 50 in over a third of his innings but has only gone 

on to make a century twice- just 6% of the number of times he’s gone out to bat. In 

contrast, Kohli has thirteen centuries to his name in his last 48 innings, reaching triple-

figures over a quarter of the time. Root’s runs per test have also dropped to 65 in this 

period, while the other three contenders have all averaged over 100 per match in recent 

times. 

 

Although many of these matches have been played on bowler-friendly tracks, in 12 tests 

against either Australia, India or New Zealand in the last 13 months, Root has scored 

839 runs at an average of a touch under 40, yet in those same games in which Kohli, 

Smith or Williamson have been in opposition, they have managed 1404 runs between 

them at an average of 78, almost double Root’s. 



It will be interesting to see how this plays out and the suspicion is that whoever retires 

at the oldest age will be Tendulkar’s closest challenger to date. What we can be very 

confident about is that this quartet will continue to score thousands of runs over the 

coming years. Their ability is proven, they have shown their skills around the world and 

experienced each and every condition the world of cricket sets as a challenge. 

 

Moreover, they have learnt from past failings, for example, Root struggled and was 

dropped during his first tour of Australia and Kohli was vulnerable against the moving 

ball in his first series in England, but both adjusted their games ahead of their second 

series in those countries which was reflected in improved performances. Form and 

temporary blips apart, each is now in their prime and can benefit from at least half a 

decade of international experience. 

 

There may be spells when one or more scores less heavily than others, but the long-term 

view for each is very solid. They each have shown the ability, they have achieved in 

differing conditions and there is little reason to suspect that will not continue to be the 

case for a long time to come. 

 

Of course, new stars will emerge but they will come from a larger pool in which many 

more will fail to make the step-up to the highest level and others will only have 

temporary success. If asked to pick four batsmen in a type of fantasy team with the aim 

of finding who will score the most in the next decade, it would take a punt to pick any 

individual other than these four. 

 

There are two ways we can use this in our betting. The first is the literal approach and 

use this as a starting point for approaching betting on cricket, especially Top Batsmen 

markets. All four will head the market to be the leading run-scorers for their respective 

countries in forthcoming series, both for the series and for individual matches. 

 

Root’s dip in form, or at least his dip in the number of large scores he’s been making, is 

worth noting. The last time he scored the most runs for England in a Test series was his 

first as captain, largely thanks to 190 in his very first innings as skipper. In the six series 

since, Cook, Jonny Bairstow, Ben Stokes, Jos Buttler (twice) and Ben Foakes have each 

been England’s top run-scorer. 

 

With weaker opposition in the West Indies next in the schedule, in January, it’s likely 

that bigger scores will be made by English batsmen than recently and that would favour 

those batting in the upper order.  

 

With Stokes, Buttler, and Foakes probably coming in at 5, 6, 7, and possibly 8 in 

Foakes’s case, the advantage of an extra innings or two and unlimited time at the crease 

for the openers and No. 3 boost the likelihood of the top scorer in the series being 

Keaton Jennings, Rory Burns, and Bairstow. 

 



Bairstow’s rate of converting fifties into hundreds isn’t especially impressive, but the 

majority of his Test cricket has been spent batting in the middle to lower order and 

looking to score quick runs with the tail. He has shown in One-Day Internationals that 

he can go on table bigger scores batting in the top 3 and made a century at 3 in his first 

innings in that position in Tests in the final test in Sri Lanka a few weeks ago. 

 

Although he’s had a mixed start to his Test career, Keaton Jennings has gone on to 

reach a century on two of the three occasions that he’s made it to fifty. His first-class 

record is similar, boasting 18 centuries from 39 occasions of getting to a half-century- 

an impressive conversion rate of 46%. He’s clearly an ‘all or nothing’ type player and 

with his place in the side boosted by Cook’s retirement, a lack of obvious alternatives 

and following a respectable tour of Sri Lanka which included a century and some 

remarkable fielding at short-leg, he, along with Bairstow, looks likely to be good value 

to be England’s Top Series Scorer. 

 

Kohli has been India’s leading run maker in recent tough series away in South Africa 

and England (and may add Australia to that list depending on the final test there in 

January) but has been outscored in seemingly weaker series against West Indies and Sri 

Lanka. Although this is a small sample, it could be that stronger opposition and tougher 

conditions brings out the best in India’s captain and widens the gap in quality, whereas 

India has a number who can score heavily in easier times and this may be the angle of 

when and when not to have Kohli on our side. 

 

Despite averaging over 50 in nine out of the last ten series New Zealand have been 

involved in (46 in the other), the incredibly consistent Williamson has only been the top 

scorer in two of those. As previously mentioned, a difficulty here is that New Zealand 

tends to have shorter series than most, commonly with only 2 or 3 Tests. However, the 

two in which he has prevailed have been two of the tougher challenges- against South 

Africa and in the United Arab Emirates against Pakistan- and, like Kohli, it’s perhaps 

going to be worth backing Williamson when the opposition and conditions help separate 

the World Class from Test Class and opposing when the situation makes it more likely 

that team-mates of lesser ability are still able to post big scores. 

 

Prior to his ban, in series that Smith finished playing rather than crying, he had been 

Australia’s top scorer in four out of six series. In keeping with the theme, one of the two 

exceptions was against Bangladesh. When he returns, presumably ahead of the Ashes in 

2019, it will be worth seeing how much and how long his absence affects him, but he is 

the hardest to oppose if back to the form he had shown in recent seasons. 

 

The other way we can use these four outstanding performers to boost our betting is to 

consider that it is common sense to include them if we were to select a batting line-up to 

score us the most runs in the coming years, such as in a fantasy style team as previously 

mentioned. 

 



Once again, there may be newcomers who come along with similar levels of ability, 

after all, they were all newcomers once. But then, how many times have we experienced 

excessive hype about a sports person only for them to fail to fulfill that supposed ability 

and potential? 

 

These four are extremely safe selections in comparison to all others. Furthermore, we 

are not restricted and can add others further down the line if and when we can have a 

similar level of confidence. We don’t have to select on what they might become, we can 

select on what they currently are. We don't need to take a risk prematurely- if a player is 

a true 'great' then that will remain the case in future years and we can include them 

when we are sure. 

 

Let’s now turn to our own portfolio of tipsters and systems that we use. Is there the 

same level of safety and confidence in each tipster that merits their place in our select 

few? Have they earned their right to be in our portfolio through the simple and obvious 

use of common sense? 

 

There are hundreds of tipsters and services out there, just as there are hundreds of 

cricketers. There are some who have proved themselves over time, some on the way up, 

some on the way down and many who will never be good enough to break through into 

the elite. Which ones are you following? 

 

If you look at each tipster you follow, their record, their experience, ask yourself if they 

were a cricketer who would they be? Would they be challenging for a place in your 

fantasy team? 

 

In the next decade, Kohli, Smith, Root, and Williamson will score thousands and 

thousands of runs.  

 

Can you be similarly confident that in the next decade that the tipsters you are following 

will similarly deliver you thousands and thousands of profit? 

 

Miles Tredwell 
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February Acorns: Cheltenham Festival 

Signposts 
 

Last February the “beast from the east” hit our shores. Maybe we will see something 

similar this year, who knows given the strange weather we have had in the past 12 

months?  

 

I am writing this article at a time when the going description at some National Hunt 

tracks has been getting close to good to firm with some racecourses having to water. 

 

In last month’s Acorns feature, I focused on those horses, jockey’s and horses that have 

traditionally done well in the January & February when heavy is the going description. 

By the middle of January, we haven’t come close to seeing heavy in the going either in 

Britain or Ireland. 

 

February traditionally hasn’t been the strongest month in terms of quality racing which 

is not really surprising given its closeness to the Cheltenham Festival. This side of the 

Irish Sea arguably the biggest meeting is the Betfair Super Saturday meeting at 

Newbury. The fixture features the £155,000 Betfair Hurdle, which is now the richest 

handicap hurdle in the UK. 

 

Also, on the Newbury card is the Betfair Denman Chase.  



This Grade 2 race is a good prize in its own right but it’s now also seen as an ideal trial 

for the Cheltenham Gold Cup. In recent years the race has been won by Kauto Star, 

Denman and Native River on the way to winning jumps racing’s ‘Blue Riband’ race. 

 

Since 2014, 108 horses ran at Newbury’s Betfair Super Saturday meeting before going 

onto the Cheltenham Festival, with six of them winning. Of those six, five of them had 

won at Newbury with the other unseating their rider. 

 

One recent and welcome addition to the months racing has occurred in Ireland with the 

inauguration of the two-day Dublin Racing Festival at Leopardstown. This extravaganza 

on the first weekend of February is now a great festival in its own right, with the Irish 

Gold Cup and Champion Hurdle the feature races of the meeting. But it’s also become 

an ideal prep for horses heading to Cheltenham. 

 

The next two month’s articles focus on the upcoming Cheltenham Festival. This one 

looks at how you can profit at Cheltenham from following horses that run at 

Leopardstown’s Dublin Racing Festival. 

 

As ever the excellent www.horseracebase.com with its mine of detailed information and 

stats is the starting point for this month’s investigation. To get a decent sample size the 

stats used are from 2014 to 2018 and consist of 24 winners from 186 runners. 

 

Getting started, before digging further into finding some profit angles. Let’s look at 

some general stats.  

 

Starting with race type: 

National Hunt Race Code: 

 

There’s a spread of winners from the three types of code with hurdlers providing the 

most solid set of results. 

Handicap or Non-Handicap: 

 
 

Runners from Leopardstown who went on to run in non-handicap races at Cheltenham 

have produced most of the winners but they have also been most of the runners.  



Still, they are performing 17% better than market expectations which at least shows 

they are going off at a value price. 

Race Type: 

Breaking down the results further by race type: 

 

 
 

I would be wary of taking too much away from the above table but those runners in 

hurdle races, such as the Champion Hurdle & Stayer Hurdle are providing a solid 18%-

win strike rate, a good level stakes profit and are performing 59% better than the market 

expects, On the negative side Leopardstown runners heading into the novice handicaps 

have struggled to make an impact, having yet to register a winner from 10 runners, 

although two have placed at 22/1 in the Close Brothers Handicap Chase and 16/1 in the 

Fred Winter Handicap Hurdle. 

Last Time Out Placing: 

 
 

 



Looking at the above table ten horses that won at the Leopardstown meeting have gone 

on to glory a month later at Cheltenham. With 41% of winners coming from just 26% of 

the total runners. 

Previous Cheltenham Runs: 

 

It’s said that previous experience of Cheltenham is a positive and the stats below seem 

to bear that out. 

 

 
 

Those Leopardstown runners that had 1 or 2 previous starts at Cheltenham have 

provided 50% of the total winners from 37% of the total runners. With such qualifiers 

performing 23% better than the market expectations and providing a small level stakes 

profit of +7.96 and +14.35 backing them each way. 

Headgear: 

Granted small sample sizes but runners in headgear are 1 winner from 32 runners 3% -

22m A/E 0.35 10 placed 31%. The decent placed percentage figure at 31% means it 

would probably be wise to tread wearily with these results. However, those runners 

from Leopardstown racing in first time headgear at Cheltenham are interesting having 

produced 1 winner from 4 runners 25% +6 3 placed 75%. Backing such qualifiers each 

way increased the profit +14.40. 

Best In Three Runs: 

 
 



The above table underlines the need for a Cheltenham horse to have winning form in at 

least one of their previous three starts. 

Origin Of Horse: 

 
 

Irish bred horses have provided the most winners and most of the profit and are also 

performing 37% above market expectations. 

Trainers: 

Which are the trainers who have successfully used this meeting as a prep for 

Cheltenham? Here are the trainer results in numerical order. 

 

 
 

Not surprisingly Willie Mullins has provided most of the winner and he’s seven ahead 

of his nearest rival Gordon Elliott. However, the latter trainer qualifiers have provided 

punters with more value. 

Willie Mullins 

Seven or 64% of the Mullins winners from 32% of his total runners had the following 

traits: 

 Last Time Out Placing: 1st 

 Headgear: None 

 

7 winners from 23 runners 30% +15.13 A/E 1.22 12 placed 52% 

 

System: Back Willie Mullins Cheltenham Festival runners not wearing headgear that 

won at Leopardstown in February 

 



Gordon Elliott 

Digging further into the Elliott stats.  

 

All four of his winners had the following traits: 

 Headgear: None 

 Runs at Cheltenham: None 

 

4 winners from 14 runners 29% +14.73 A/E 2.25 6 placed 43% 

 

System: Back Gordon Elliott Cheltenham Festival runners not wearing headgear that 

ran at Leopardstown in February who have not had a previous run at Cheltenham. 

Jessica Harrington 

 

Jessica Harington’s record is interesting, albeit from a small sample, and all her 

Leopardstown runners going to Cheltenham are worth noting. 

 

System: Back All Jessica Harrington Cheltenham Festival runners who ran at 

Leopardstown in February. 

 

Like many of the methods outlined above. The above figures are based on historical 

data and whilst history has a good habit of repeating itself, it often doesn’t. 

 

It is important to remember that these bets are solely for the Cheltenham Festival in 

March and as such there may be too many or indeed too few qualifiers for you, 

depending on your betting strategies. 

 

Until next month. When I will once again be looking at some profitable Cheltenham 

Festival angles. 
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Product Reviews 
Here are our latest thoughts and results on some of the tipping products and services 

currently on the market. 

 

 
Cost: £1.00 first 14 days then £39.99 per month thereafter. 

 

The Trial: Well as the saying goes patience is a virtue and we owe an apology to this 

service for dismissing it so readily. 

 

We won’t lie to you, it is definitely not for the fainthearted, but 9 winners, of which 8 

were double figure prices, from 52 selections in the latest month amassed an amazing 

167.00 points profit!  

 

Take a bow Russell Blair Racing! 

 

 



Our cumulative position to obtained prices now stands at 71.00 points profit (85.00 

points to advised prices) and an ROI of 27% 

 

Conclusion: No, it isn’t for the fainthearted but this trial has proven that jumping ship 

after the first month or two would have been foolish. Note to self, gambling is a long 

term investment strategy. 

 

OCP Offer - Russell Blair Racing have agreed to give readers of On Course Profits a 

free one month trial of the Russell Blair service - Click Here to Register 

 

 

 
Cost: £15.00 for the first month then £30.00 per month thereafter. 

 

The Trial: A quiet latest month. This service made a small loss of almost 1.50 points 

which led to a reduction in the ROI to a shade off 15%. 

 

As mentioned last month, although the ROI is commendable it does look as though you 

would have to be prepared to stake heavily to cover your subscription costs and make a 

respectable profit. 

 

Conclusion: Could be of interest to some. Find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: £40.00 + Vat Monthly / £75.00 + VAT Quarterly 

 

The Trial: This is a new level stakes service, but to 5 points. This can be very 

misleading as profit figure quoted can sound out of this world using 5 points level 

stakes, but at the end of the day if the results are positive I guess we shouldn’t complain. 

http://www.oncourseprofits.com/4r7r
http://www.sportsworldpublishing.co.uk/products/SS-Racing


Bets placed can be anything from singles through to accumulators. 

 

Advised so far have been 51 bets of which 17 have been successful and based on using 

1 point level stakes we are showing a loss of almost 7.50 points.  

 

(To 5 points level you would be showing a loss of 37.50 points). 

 

 

Conclusion: Early days, but in the meantime find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: £3.79 Introductory first month offer then £14.95 per month thereafter or £29.95 

quarterly. 

 

The Trial: This is a flat racing only service and to date, we have received 21 selections 

(mainly favourites) of which 8 were winners, but sadly a small loss of almost 3.50 

points based on 2 points win 1 point each way staking. Interestingly all but one of the 

selections placed. 

 

Conclusion: A low risk place only system for those of a patient disposition? You can 

find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: First 14 days free then £29.99 per month / £79.99 per quarter / £299.99 per 

annum. 

 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/414
https://www.tipsterstreet.com/perran-farm-racing
https://www.tipsterstreet.com/perran-farm-racing


The Trial: This is a 1 point level stakes service which is nice to see and from the 59 

selections received to date there have been 13 winners and a profit of 6 points to the 

advised prices. 

 

To the prices obtained however we have just slightly broken even although we were 

sitting with 17 points profit at one point, 11 losers on the bounce ate into the profits. 

 

Conclusion: Hopeful that a long term profit will be forthcoming. Find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: £14.99 monthly or £79.99 quarterly. 

 

The Trial: The end of our 3 month review shows this service having made a small 

profit. The end of 2018 was a difficult month with just 5 winners from the 40 selections 

offered up resulting in a loss of just over 6.50 points based on recommended staking 

and Best Odds Guaranteed. 

 

A total of 137 selections were received over the review period and a strike rate was 

achieved of almost 17% which yielded a profit of almost 14 points over the three month 

period. 

 

Conclusion: Priced at £14.99 per month the service is not the most expensive on the 

market but the profits would need to improve if you were to cover your subscription 

cost and make a reasonable return for your efforts. Find out more here. 

 

 
Cost: £40.00 per month 

 

The Trial: This is another racing doubles service marketed by Sportsworld Publishing. 

 

Morning emails are sent picking 2 races and 3 runners from each advising 9 cross 

doubles which would yield gains well in excess of the 8 losing bets. 

https://sportsbettingstars.com/tipsters/racing-specialist?aff=bluedelta
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocpstarhorsetips


On monitoring the service so far we have received 16 selections (96 tips in total) and 8 

winning their race. Sadly only one day so far has produced a winning double returning 

28.75 points to a 1 point stake. 

 

Taking in to account the losing selections we are currently sitting with an overdraft of 

112.25 points. 

 

Conclusion: Losing spells such as the one we have incurred so far are common in these 

kinds of doubles services and so we are hoping that another landed double or two aren’t 

too far away. 
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Tipster Top Ten 
Our Tipster Top Ten results are based on Advised Stakes and use Best Odds Guaranteed 

for the last 90 days at the time of writing. 

 

1. Daily Doubles – SR 5% ROI 116% 

Still sitting at the top of the table is Daily Doubles; yes you guessed it they managed to 

land another double over the Christmas period with Doctor Sardonicus and Robero. 

Needless to say with a strike rate of just 5% you have to have the patience of a saint, but 

if landing a big win is your thing and you can stomach the long losing runs then go for 

it!  

Find out more about the service here 

 

2. Loves Racing – SR 22% ROI 53% 

Dropping slightly in terms of SR and ROI is Loves Racing but winners are still steady 

with wins from the likes of Big Time Dancer 12/1, Sensulano 4/1 and Sharjah 6/1. 2019 

has got off to a good start also for the service. 

Find out more about the service here 

 

3. On The Nose – SR 18% ROI 45% 

Profits over the last three months for this service have been slow and steady with 

December profits sadly nowhere near the level indicated in the headlines on the website, 

but January has got off to a much better start and if that success is built on the service 

can go all the way. 

Find out more about the service here 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/379
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocplr
https://tipstrr.com/tipster/onthenose/?ref-a=bluedel


4. Each Way Hits – SR 43% ROI 41% 

Still going strong is Each Way Hits but points won over the 3 month period are possibly 

not enough to write home about. December 2018’s positive close thanks to Adrien Du 

Pont 8/1 and Thermistocles 14/1 need support and it looked like 2019 was going to 

bring that with Gardiners Hill winning at 14/1 and Towards The Dawn 10/1, but it has 

been more losers than winners lately. 

Find out more about the service 

 

5. Jacks of Surrey – SR 27% ROI 41% 

A new one for us this month is Jacks Of Surrey. It has to be said that the launch didn’t 

get off to a flyer but subsequently the service has headed in to healthy profitability and 

closed 2018 well up. Happy New Year! 

Find out more about the service here 

 

6. Hodl! – SR 31% ROI 35% 

Dropping one place this month is Hodl! But the service has still added another positive 

month to their tally and the strike rate over the past week has hit almost 40% with wins 

from Robin On The Hill 11/2 and Goodgirlteresa 4/1to name just a couple. 

Find out more about the service here 

 

7. TwoPerCent Club – SR 16% ROI 31% 

A non mover is the TwoPerCent Club although results have improved slightly for the 

period. 70 points profit for the final month of 2018 closed the year well but sadly the 

New Year hasn’t seen such success. At the time of writing, we are in the red to the tune 

of almost 60 points. Maybe they can turn it around and finish the month on a high? 

Find out more about the service here 

 

8. Lucky 7 Naps – SR 23% ROI 24% 

December stratospheric profits didn’t last sadly though the service still closed 2018 with 

60 points profit for the month of December. If you had started your New Year with the 

resolution of joining Lucky 7 Naps in their rollercoaster ride you wouldn’t have been 

disappointed, in the first two weeks of 2019, they have accrued over…wait for it…150 

points! (to 5 points staked). To 1 point level stakes a nice 30 points profit but dang it 

that just doesn’t sound as good as 150 points does it? 

Find out more about the service here 

 

9. The Champagne Kid – SR 22% ROI 21% 

We profiled The Champagne Kid in an earlier issue and if you have been following the 

service then you should be supping on Champagne with the 100 points earned in 

December and 2019’s flying 70+points start. Can the level of success be maintained? 

Find out more about the service here 

 

 

 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/352
https://tipstrr.com/tipster/jacksofsurrey/?ref-a=bluedel
https://tipstrr.com/tipster/hodl/?ref-a=bluedel
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/39
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/34
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/423


10. High Roller Racing – SR 44% ROI 19% 

Bringing up the rear this month, but with no shame and a healthy, and possibly more 

realistic 19% ROI is High Roller Racing. This service is showing one of the most 

comfortable SR’s in the table. January is running a little sticky currently but we are sure 

they will turn a profit. 

Find out more about the service here 
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